GARR
RY KASPA
AROV: EDU
UCATION NOT INTIM
MIDATION
N FOR CHE
ESS WORL
LD
Chesss is one of the
t
most popu
ular
games in the wo
orld. Hundreds of
millio
ons of people around the wo
orld
value
e its beauty and complexity. It iss an
art, a sport, and a science,
s
and all are
captivated by its combination of strate
egic
planss and creative struggle.
s
Chess also
a
has proven benefitss in education by
teach
hing the value of concentration, hard
h
workk, and logic.
But the popularity of game has no imp
pact
on, or
o help from, the
e bureaucracy of the
World Chess Fede
eration (Fédérattion
Intern
nationale des Éch
hecs, or FIDE). Since
1995,, FIDE has been run by Kirrsan
Ilyumzh
hinov, a corrup
pt Putin appoin
ntee
who
o formerly govern
ned the impoveriished Russian reggion of Kalmykia.
s
operation for his cronies in the
Ilyumzhinov has turned FIDE into a shell
ban
nking and energgy sectors of the
t
former USSSR and ruined the
inteernational reputaation of the organ
nization and of ch
hess by creating ties
betw
ween Putin’s KBG police state
e and some of the world’s wo
orst
dicttators. Ilyumzhinov placed the FID
DE world championship in Tehran
n in
200
00 and in Tripoli in
n 2004.

The only person capable of challe
enging
ov for the FIDEE presidency in 2014 is
Ilyumzhino
former world
w
champion Garry Kassparov
A harsh critic of the
e Soviet system and
a of Putin’s atttempts to revive the
USSSR, Kasparov wan
nts to clean house
e in FIDE and resttore the image off

Current FIDE Pressident Ilyumzhino
C
ov with some frien
nds. From
top: Vladim
mir Putin, Jorge Veega, Bashar al‐Asssad

Vega is a disgra
aced Cuban militaryy intelligence
officer who wass forced to flee to M
Mexico in the
80s, and where h
he has become Ilyu
umzhinov’s top
enforcer in all of Latin America.

chess while bringing the sportt to
new heights prrofessionally and
d in
education aro
ound the wo
orld.
Victory for Kassparov will mean a
win for chess and also a big deffeat
for Putin and his KGB regime.
Beating Ilyumzh
hinov will not be
e an
easy task, even
n for a chess lege
end
like Garry Kassparov. Ilyumzhinov
has exploited his connectionss to
infiltrate many federations arou
und
the world to expand his corrrupt
network and to
o accumulate votes.
Former‐Soviet states are un
nder
heavy Kremlin pressure and many
federations in Latin America and the
Caribbean have bee
en threatened witth having funds cut
c off if they faiil to
nd impressive ch
hess
support Ilyumzhinovv. Latin Americaa has a deep an
trad
dition that has been systematiccally destroyed by
b Ilyumzhinov and
Vegga. Kasparov plan
ns to free these federations by lifting the burden
n of
FIDE fees and provid
ding them with development
d
funds from commerrcial
spo
onsorship.
Ilyumzhinov’s defeaat will not only liberate FIDE and
a
countless ch
hess
fedeerations, but willl create a domino
o effect in nation
nal chess federations
as well as corrupt
c
sports orrganizations like the
Internatio
onal Olympic Co
ommittee (IOC) and
the International Football Association (FIFFA),
both of which
w
are also in
n Putin’s pocket and
used for his
h political ends.
perience of the
e Kasparov Ch
hess
The exp
Foundatio
on, which has raised millions of
dollars for chess‐in‐ed
ducation prograams
worldwid
the
de,
has
de
emonstrated
enthusiassm for these pro
ograms in both the

public and private secctors. This
expertiise will be at thhe service
of FIDEE, which will takee the lead
in bringing chess innto every
classro
oom.
To quo
ote from the bookk The KGB
Plays Chess
C
by retiredd Russian
Lieuten
nant Colonel Vladimir
under
Popov::
“Kasparov,
surveilllance and presssure for
years by
b the KGB, neveer lost his
own co
onvictions of thee need for
democcratic reform or aabandoned
the ‘hu
uman face.’”
This figght goes on! Thee last FIDE electio
on took place in a Siberian
city un
nder the watchfful eye of the K
KGB, and where it was as
corrupt as all electionss in Putin’s Russia. In August 2 0
014, it will
take pllace in Tromsø, N
Norway, and Kassparov’s supporteers will be
sure no
o tricks or intimiddation are alloweed.

N
Now
is thee time to join the ffight!

